Higher Ed Reporting Made Easy
Streamline performance and financial reporting for efficiency, accuracy, and transparency.
University and colleges are tasked with doing more with less.

Inflation-adjusted change
in state appropriations
per full-time student
from 2008 to 2017.¹

Relying on manual processes can
lead to errors that erode trust and
damage reputations.

of organizations saying they frequently
find errors in spreadsheets.²

Federal funds a university lost due to a
$104 discrepancy in the grant requested
on its application vs. a separate written
piece. A spokeswoman described the
mistake as a “clerical error.” ³

Nearly 6 in 10 business officers
say greater transparency in
campus decision-making results
in better decisions. 4

Prioritize collaboration and data management at scale.
Look for solutions that let you:

Live-link collected
data in complex
relationships

Track the data back
to a single source
with a full audit trail

Allow for simultaneous
editing, reviewing, and
authoring

Enable controlled
collaboration
across teams

Provide an intuitive,
easy-to-learn
interface

Workiva makes financial reporting more efficient and reliable for
higher ed accounting and finance teams.

public, private,
nonprofit, and
government
organizations use
Workiva to solve
complex reporting
challenges.

Workiva was a must-have when I came over to nonproﬁt from the
corporate world. Its cloud-based technology represents real progress
and is the collaborative tool we were looking for to streamline our
ﬁnancial reporting process.
—David Marino, Controller and Associate Vice President, Temple University
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